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Sometimes we learn about ourselves and fragile relationships when we experience a tragedy.
Gautam has been through one, however his pain leads to an experience he least expected.
'Destiny at Play' is a short story revolving around loss, pain, inner strength, healing and love.



Destiny At PlayThe sight of red blood trickling down Gautam’s forehead while he was being
rushed on the stretcher almost made Gautam’s mother fall unconscious. It was a disturbing sight
to bear as after all Gautam was Mrs. Kumar’s only son.It was 3 a.m. when they escorted him into
the emergency room. That agonizing night never seemed to end at Narayan hospital.The
following day after the complex operation, Gautam struggled to open his eyes. The strong effects
of anaesthesia began to lose hold of his soar body. He opened his eyes and the first person he
caught glimpse of was his tired mother. She quickly embraced her wounded son in her warm
arms.“Thank you Lord for giving my son another chance in life”, she cried.Mr. Kumar went ahead
and embraced both. It had been a scary night albeit Gautam survived the treacherous
accident.That morning Gautam began to recollect the events that occurred the previous night.
While doing so his head began pounding. All he remembered was that he had an amazing time
with his colleagues at the Dolphins hotel in Colaba and was driving back home.He recollected
the cool breeze brushing against his face, gushing in from the car’s window. The last scene that
engulfed his disturbed mind was the flashing lights of an SUV that came at a fast pace from the
opposite direction. He recollected a hammer like object falling on his back and he was thrown
out of his car seat......Doctors advised Mr. and Mrs. Kumar not to disclose accident details
immediately to Gautam as he was still under trauma. He had seriously injured his spine and lost
huge amounts of blood. It would be weeks before he would be able to walk normally.Mr. and Mrs.
Kumar took it in turns to take care of Gautam. It was disheartening to see their six feet tall
handsome son confined to the hospital bed. A nurse by the name of Gina was assigned to take
care of him.“How are you feeling Mr. Gautam Kumar?” Gina asked him the following morning.
Gautam smiled and replied, “Just getting on” while dwelling his fingers into his dark thick
hair.Gautam had just finished brushing and now he was preparing to have some breakfast. Gina
and Mrs. Kumar helped him walk.Despite experiencing immense pain both physically and
emotionally his frustration didn’t manifest on his behaviour towards the women. Such was the
strength of his character! He understood that they had a big task at hand. He also advised his
father not to visit him often as his father was a heart patient.



vasantha m, “Story of loss and love.. Destiny at Play by Diana Natasha Pinto is a moving and
emotional story of a young man Gautam who meets with an accident and spend weeks in a
hospital. He happens to fall in love with Ahana,the nurse who nurses him back to health and help
him recover from his trauma. Fate throws a curveball and he learns a heartbreaking fact that
Ahana is the widow of the person who was killed in the accident he met with. He realizes his
love for Ahana is very special and destiny had played its game. This book is beautiful,
heartbreaking and the characters so real. - vasantha mamidi”

Anita, “Excellent story!!!. A must read. Takes one through a roller coaster of emotions
culminating with a sweet sensation of satisfaction. Very well written.”

Som, “Beautiful is the word that defines this story.. Beautifully written with lots of soulful thinking.
A visionary filled with insight. Good Job.”

Corina, “What's destined remains. Short and nice story captured with a quirk of fate.”

The book by Lillian Falciglia has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 5 people have provided feedback.
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